
 
Does your dog or cat’s breath smell terrible?  I’m going to tell you something you may have 
never heard – YOUR BEST FRIEND’S BREATH SHOULD NOT SMELL LIKE THAT.  THAT BREATH 

IS KILLING YOUR BEST FRIEND. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I know how much you love your dog or cat.  Your Best Friend, part of the family – a playmate, 
clown, and sometimes a shoulder to cry on.  Your Friend gives nothing but love and likely even 
sleeps next to you!  You don’t want anything to hurt your Best Friend. 
 
More than anything else you want your Friend happy, healthy, and pain free.  You want your 
Friend to enjoy life, and you want him or her to be with you a long, long time.  Do you want the 
secret to have your Best Friend AT YOUR SIDE LONGER?  Keep reading – it’s here!! 
 
I get it – if you had a wish it would be that your Best Friend would always be at your side (or in 
your lap :).  And I am going to show you how you can enjoy More Quality Years together – 
happier, healthier, pain free years.  Let’s talk about that breath. 
 
 
 
 
 
Take a second right now and go smell your Best Friend’s breath.  Seriously – Go, open his or  
 
 
 
 
 

Give me 10 minutes and I will tell you HOW that Bad Breath is Killing Your Friend.	

Please use the Gift Certificate on the last page, come in, and let’s talk about that breath.  I 
guarantee you will learn something about helping your Friend live a longer, better life.  529-3244 
	

 



her mouth, and take a smell.  Did you do it?   
 
What did you smell?  Was it pleasant?  Was it terrible?  I’m not  
saying it should smell like Ice Breaker gum, but it should not  
make you gag.  Why does it smell like that?  THAT is the smell  
of Dental Disease.  The smell of infection.  That smell is  
STEALING YEARS from you.  
 
 
 
 
 
You may be asking: Is Dental Disease really that  
big of a deal? It smells, but honestly, does it really  
matter? 
 
Dental disease in your Best Friend is A VERY BIG DEAL.  Why?   
First, it is painful.  It really is, I promise.  Also, that infection in  
the mouth leads to organ damage.  Most importantly, it shortens  
your Friend’s life. That smell is stealing years from you right  
this moment – YOU DON’T WANT THAT!! 
 
 
WE CAN DEAL WITH THAT DISEASE, PAIN, AND INFECTION.   
WE CAN GIVE YOU THOSE YEARS BACK! 
 
 
 
 
Imagine waking up tomorrow and not brushing your teeth.   
Then going to bed without brushing.  A week without.  A month.   
Imagine a year without brushing.  How would your breath smell??  
Like your Friend’s, I’d bet.   
 
Would the resulting Dental Disease shorten YOUR life?? 
 
Important question – Do you think the infection causing that 
smell would be painful?  The red, irritated, bleeding gums?   
The periodontal disease?  The cavities destroying everything in  
their way?  To put it bluntly, Dental Disease is infection that is  

Is it really that big of a deal?	

Take advantage of our Free Dental Consult today and let’s talk about your Friend’s health!  529-3244 
 

American Veterinary 
Dental Society: 

 
>80% of dogs and cats 
have some form of dental 
disease by 2 years old. 
 

Up to 95% of vet patients 
have a dental problem 
that should be addressed.  
 

2/3 of pet owners do not 
provide recommended 
dental care 
	

	



slowly eating your face.   
 
Your Best Friend likely has Dental Disease,  
and it IS affecting Quality of Life.  We can give  
your Friend the gift of More Quality Years! 
  
 
 
 
You might also be asking:  Does dental disease hurt my  
Friend?  He seems fine.  He is eating and playing.  If it hurt 
wouldn’t he cry out or tell me he is in pain? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The answer is straight forward – Dental Disease is definitely  
painful.  Remember YOUR last tooth ache?  Why doesn’t  
your Friend show it?  Because he is an animal and animals  
hide pain.  They are masters at it.  Thousands of years have  
taught themto hide it well.  
 
Also, this pain has built up slowly; day after day, month after  
month, year after year.  He has to eat to survive so he will  
until the day he dies.  But rest assured – the infection and  
disease that is creating the smell IS PAINFUL.   
 
It does affect him.  It does hurt him.  If his breath tells you he  
has Dental Disease your Best Friend is in pain right now. 
How do I know?  MY CLIENTS TELL ME. 
 
 
 
 
 

Does it Hurt??	

Come in for a Free Dental Consult to see if your  
Best Friend is Suffering in Silence.  529-3244	

I admit I was skeptical about seeing 
changes in my cats after their dentals, but 
they have all been more active and more 
affectionate.  Samurai especially has been 
purring and sleeping on my lap more 
frequently.  It used to be very rare to 
hear him purring.  If they could talk 
I’m sure al l 3 of them wou ld 
li ke to thank Dr. Kooda and the 
staf f at Skyl ine Animal Hospi ta l .  
I know I would like to say thank you 
for them.   

Peter F. 

Ryelee is doing very well.  It’s like 
he’s a new pup again.  Not only has 
his breath improved, but his whole 
demeanor has.  I appreciate you all 
at Skyline, and I do and will 
continue to recommend you to anybody 
looking for veterinarian care. 

April S. 

Since Lilly got her dental procedure she’s 
been a lot better about her food.  Before, 
she hated to eat her food, and she would 
only eat it with water.  Now she actually 
eats her food if I just put it in her 
bowl.  She also seems a lot happier in 
general.  I think her teeth hurt her all 
the time, but now I don’t think she’s in 
pain anymore.   Thank you so much! 

Kelsie M. 



Are you asking yourself if Dental Disease really can shorten your Friend’s life?  How is that 
possible?  How can it have such a massive effect?	 
 
That infection is being pumped through the blood. 
Every time the heart beats that infection is pushed  
through the liver, kidneys, heart, and lungs.  Overtime, 
Dental Disease damages organs. 
 
As organs are damaged, of course life is also shortened.   
The most common disease we see in cats is Dental Disease. 
The second most common – Kidney Disease.   Big surprise. 
Bad teeth = a shortened, less enjoyable life.  We can try to  
soften that, rationalize, or ignore it, but that doesn’t change reality.    
 
 
      How long would your car run with dirty air entering the engine, dirty fuel, and  
  dirty oil?  You’d expect to have car problems.  For the same reasons Dental  
  Disease causes health problems 
 
 
I know it is VERY important to you that your Best  
Friend live a long, happy, pain free life.  You would  
not be reading this if that were not the case.  Honestly,  
that breath is hurting your Friend – it is damaging  
organs, and shortening his or her life THIS VERY  
MOMENT. 
 
I wish I was writing about your neighbor’s dog or cat or  
those at the shelter, but I’m not.  I am writing about  
your Best Friend – the one on your lap, or curled up on  
the bed. Dental Disease is hurting your Friend and  
stealing years from you both.   
 
WE CAN GIVE YOU MORE, BETTER YEARS TOGETHER 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Why haven’t you heard this before??	

Your Best Friend has a 95% chance of having at least one dental problem. What is your Best Friend 
hiding?  Come in for a Free Dental Consult and let’s talk about it.  Call right now– 529-3244. 
 

Does Dental Disease really shorten my Friend’s life??	

(Disgusting air filter) 

      I hear this question weekly.	



Get ready for this – More than 80% of our Best Friends have some  
form of dental disease by 2.  Up to 95% have a problem in the  
mouth that should be dealt with.  95%!!  Stinky, infected, painful  
mouths are the norm, not the exception.  And this SHOULD  
NOT be the case.   
 
Again, why are you hearing this for the first time right now??  Here a few answers. 
 
First, veterinarians have their areas of interest and skill,  
and for most vets it is not teeth. 
 
Second, vets have so much to discuss – teeth often are  
left out.   
 
Third, dental disease causes pain, infection, organ  
damage, and shortened life, but most vets do not take  
the consequences of Dental Disease seriously. 
 
Fourth, and most importantly, vets see so much Dental  
Disease, often horrendous, that to their eyes it has  
become common place.  And what is common place becomes easy to ignore.  
 
None of these things decrease the importance of Dental Disease in your Best Friend, but 
they may answer why you haven’t talked to your vet about it.     
 
You want More Years with your Friend.  You want him or her to live a long, happy, pain 
free life.  Dental Disease exchanges years and happiness for pain and a shorter life.  BUT WE 

CAN GIVE YOUR BEST FRIEND A LONGER, HEALTHIER, HAPPIER, PAIN FREE LIFE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The American Veterinary Dental Society calls it Firehouse Dentistry – we ignore Dental 
Disease until we have to remove 5, 10, or 20 infected teeth.  Like a fire, we allow it to smolder, 
start, spread and get worse.  After the fire has burned for years, we go in and clean up the mess.   
 
 
 

Fire!!!	

Come in for a Free Dental Consult today and let’s talk about More Quality Years!  529-3244 
 

American Veterinary 
Dental Society: 

 

The average vet spends less 
than 5%of her or his time 
treating Dental Disease 
 



 
 
 
Given that Dental Disease causes pain, shortens life, and is often ignored, the question is this – 
What do we do about it?   
 
Given that there is no way to diagnose even a small percentage of dental problems in the 
exam room, what do we do?  How do we protect our Best Friends? 
 
 
 
 
Through Preventative Dental Care we can stop Dental Disease before it starts.  We can get  
rid of it before pain and organ damage.   We can lengthen your Best Friend’s life and help  
you enjoy More Quality Years together by putting the fire out early. 
 
WHEN SHOULD DENTISTRY HAPPEN?  AND HOW?	

 
The AMERICAN VETERINARY DENTAL SOCIETY is an  
organization that tells us WHEN and HOW.  They recommend  
pet dentistry be driven by the presence of gingivitis.  The  
vets at Skyline Animal Hospital are AVDS members.   
  

 
 
 
 
 
AVDS – Gingivitis is never normal and we should always  
recommend dental care early, before Dental Disease becomes  
permanent.  Dental Disease is only reversible early, and, if  
untreated, causes pain, infection, and shortens lives.   
 
I know more than anything else you want your Best  
Friend happy, healthy, and pain free.  You want your  
Friend to enjoy life and you want him or her to be with  
you a long, long time.   
 
The Secret – Better Dental Care.  We Provide the Best.  
 

Come in for a Free Dental Consult today and let’s talk 
about Preventative Dentistry – WHEN your Best Friend 
needs it and HOW it needs to be done.  529-3244 
 

M O R E  Q U A L I T Y  Y E A R S   
T H R O U G H  B E T T E R  D E N T A L  C A R E  

I jus t wanted to say thank you for 
everyth ing you did for Snuf f les .  You 
were grea t to get him in so quick ly 
when I real ized he was in pain .  
And I apprec ia te knowing tha t he 
was so wel l cared for whi l e I was 
at work .   
 

The problem wi th h is tee t h mus t have 
been bui ld ing up for a long time 
because I didn ’ t real ize unt i l I got 
him home and he recovered that he 
had been dragging for a long time .  
He is now back to hi s wi ld and 
crazy self !  He has so much energy 
and plays non-stop .  Even without 
te e th he chews on every toy and s tea l 
every bi t e of food that he can!   
 

Thank you again for eve ry th ing you 
did for him and for tak ing the t ime 
to explain every th i ng to me espec ia l ly 
tak ing my many worr ied phone ca ll s! 
 

Liz L. 

High Quality Preventative Dental Care – that is the Answer. 

When should Dentistry happen?	



 
WHEN does your Best Friend need dentistry? THE AVDS STANDARDS: 

1. First dental for small dogs (<25 pounds) by 1-3 years old. 
 

2. First dental for cats that have dental disease by 3 years old. 
 

3. Yearly dental for dogs after 5 years old. 
 

4. Yearly dental for all cats after 5 years old. 
  

5. Some dogs (usually smaller) may need dentals as often as every 6 or 
even 3 months depending on severity of dental disease. 
 

WE PROMISE TO ALWAYS RECOMMEND THE DENTAL CARE YOUR PET NEEDS AND DESERVES 
 
THROUGH BETTER DENTAL CARE WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE YEARS TOGETHER!! 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
On time Periodontal Therapy is often the difference between reversible disease and 
permanent disease.  HOW we do dentistry is also vital.   
 
Training  
Dentistry requires special training.  It takes time, interest, and practice.  Your doctor and 
your dentist have had extensive training.  Veterinary dentistry is no different. Unfortunately, 
many veterinarians have little or no formal training in dentistry.   
 
Equipment  
Dentistry requires the right equipment.  YOUR dentist needs the right equipment to keep  
your mouth healthy .  Without the right equipment it’s impossible to diagnose and treat dental 
problems!  Unfortunately, many vets are not equipped to deal with many dental cases. 
 
 

Use the Free Gift Certificate on the last page and let’s talk about your Best Friend’s needs.  529-3244 
 

For you to enjoy More Quality Years with your Friend, dentistry MUST be done RIGHT.	



 
 
 
 
 
At Skyline Animal Hospital we take Preventative Dental Care very, very seriously.   
 
 
 
 
AT SKYLINE WE ARE DIFFERENT. 
 
Expertise 
Our veterinarians are members of the American Veterinary Dental 
Society with advanced training from Board Certified Veterinary  
Dentists from Seattle to Phoenix, Spokane to Colorado, and most  
recently Monterey, California.  We have the dental training to  
care for your Best Friend.   
 
 
 
 
 
Time 
Pet dentistry, when done right, takes time.  Our  
vets evaluate every tooth thoroughly, and we take 
 the time necessary to diagnose and fix whatever  
is hiding in your Best Friend’s mouth.  If there is  
something painful in the mouth we are going  
to find it!    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Come in today for a Free Dental Consult and feel the difference at Skyline Animal Hospital.  529-3244 
 

THE SKYLINE DIFFERENCE 

• Expertise 
 

• Time  
 

• Equipment 
  

• Anesthesia 

 
BETTER TRAINING = BETTER DENTAL CARE = BETTER QUALITY OF LIFE. 
	

Fact: 
 

Dogs –27% have 1+ broken teeth  
 
Big Dogs – 50% have 1+ broken teeth 
 
Cats – 60-70% have at least one tooth 
being destroyed right now (Tooth 
Resorptive Lesion)  

MORE TIME = BETTER DENTAL CARE = LESS PAIN 
	



Equipment  
 
Skyline Animal Hospital has the necessary equipment to keep your Best Friend’s teeth healthy 
year after year.  With digital dental x-ray, periodontal instruments and materials, 
equipment and materials to fix broken teeth, and even orthodontic supplies we are 
prepared to find and fix whatever it is that your Best Friend is hiding.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Anesthesia 
Are you concerned about anesthesia?  Rest assured we 
 take anesthesia very seriously.  We take every step we  
can to keep your Best Friend safe:  We use the most up  
to date medications and anesthetics according to WSU  
College of Veterinary Medicine.   
 
We do pre-anesthetic blood work, IV fluid therapy, and  
control your Friend’s temperature carefully.  Each pet has  
a dedicated technician every second of anesthesia.   
 
We do everything we can to keep your Best Friend safe. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

	 	 	 	

(Each of these problems would have been 
missed without dental x-ray.  Ouch!) 

Zoey, at times, would have a sad look in her 
eyes.  I always would wonder what was wrong!  
Come to f i nd out she had 2 molars 
that were infe ct ed and needed to come 
ou t .  She i s honest ly l i ke a new gir l 
now, she ac ts l i ke a puppy!  She has 
that sparkle back in her eyes!  Just to see her 
hop around in excitement when I am feeding 
her is so DARN CUTE!  Thanks to Dr 
Petersen and the whole staff for taking such 
good care of my girls! 
IdaMae H. 

Sadie has always been a sweet cat but now she 
is so much more social with us and with the 
other cats.  Before she would spend a good 
part of each day on a shelf in the closet; but 
now she spends more time in the living room 
with the family.  She really seems to enjoy 
being petted more and will snuggle for an 
hour….  Overall she is more friendly and content 
and definitely more playful. 
Bill and Sharon F. 

We want to help keep your Best Friend healthy.  Come 
in today for a Free Dental Consult so we can talk about 
how!  Call right now– 529-3244. 
 
	

THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT = BETTER DENTAL CARE = MORE QUALITY YEARS  
	

BETTER ANESTHESIA = SAFER DENTAL CARE = LONGER LIFE 
	



Unfortunately, your Best Friend likely has Dental Disease.  Your Friend is likely in pain.  It 
breaks my heart to say this, but chances are good Dental Disease is stealing years from 
your Best Friend as you read this. 
 
 
 
You want your Best Friend to be happy.  You want your Friend healthy, and pain-free.  
More than anything else you want to enjoy More Quality Years together.  More snuggles, 
more walks, more play with the laser pointer, more camping trips, more kisses, more naps. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Skyline Animal Hospital can keep your Best Friend healthy.  We can keep your Friend pain-free, 
and we can keep him or her happy by getting rid of the Dental Disease that destroys health, steals 
year of life, and causes so much pain.   
 
 
AT SKYLINE WE PROMISE TO ALWAYS RECOMMEND THE DENTAL CARE YOUR PET NEEDS 

AND DESERVES.  THROUGH BETTER TRAINING, MORE TIME SPENT IN YOUR FRIEND’S MOUTH, 
BETTER DENTAL EQUIPMENT, AND SAFER ANESTHESIA WE WILL GIVE YOU MORE QUALITY 

YEARS WITH YOUR BEST FRIEND THROUGH BETTER DENTAL CARE. 
 
 
Your Best Friend deserves Better Dentistry and the extra happy, healthy, pain-free years it 
gives.  I want you to come in and discuss your Friend’s Dental Disease with me, Dr. Adam 
Petersen.  I am offering you this Free Dental Consult because your Best Friend deserves it.   
 
Unfortunately, my busy schedule only allows a limited number of Free Dental Consults.  
Between surgeries, emergencies, and other appointments my schedule only allows 10 FDCs 
a week.  I promise we will do all we can to fit your Best Friend in, but please be patient. 
 
Forgive me if you are placed on a waiting list.  The sooner you call the sooner we can 
discuss your Friend’s Dental Disease.  Because spots are limited PLEASE ONLY CALL IF YOU 

ARE SERIOUS ABOUT PROTECTING YOUR BEST FRIEND’S HEALTH AND HAPPINESS. 

BUT THERE IS HOPE – WE CAN HELP GET THOSE YEARS BACK!! 
	

Your Best Friend has Dental Disease 
	

I KNOW NOT EVERYONE WILL ACCEPT A FREE DENTAL CONSULT  
	



As attractive as this offer may be to sit down with me and talk about your Friend’s Dental 
Disease and health and happiness without any cost to you, I know that less than 20% of the 
pet owners that receive this offer will schedule a Free Dental Consult.  While that is okay 
with us from a business standpoint, it still bothers me personally.  You see, I know how 
much Dental Disease is in our pets, and I know how much it harms them and how much 
pain it causes (which they usually hide).   
 
Every week I have clients tell me about the difference they have seen in their pets from 
Better Dentistry; I receive their phone calls; I read their letters; and tons of clients each 
year tell me something like this – “She is honestly like a new girl now, she acts like a 
puppy!  She has that sparkle back in her eyes!” 
 
Because of this, I just hate the thought of someone not scheduling a Free Dental Consult 
due to some error or omission in my explanation.  That is why our team held a special 
brainstorming session to try and figure out why you might so ‘No’ to a Free Dental 
Consult.  We could only think of 4 possible reasons.  Here they are –  
 
1.  You trust your vet’s evaluation of your pet’s teeth  
 

I wish that you could.  I do.  Unfortunately, the numbers don’t lie – 95% of pets need 
dentistry and the average vet spends 5% of his or her time doing dentistry.  Every week I 
have pet owners who have never been to Skyline before come in for a FDC and ask me, 
“Why is it that I have never heard this before from my vet?”  The reality is that most 
dental problems that exist in a pet’s mouth are not discussed in the exam room.  Your pet 
has a 95% chance that I will find a problem in the mouth that we need to discuss. 
 
2.  You like your vet and are happy with the service you have received.   
 

I know that you may have a long standing relationship with your vet.  I think that is great.  
The Free Dental Consult comes with no obligation – we have many clients that come to us 
for dentistry and continue to go to another vet for everything else.  We understand 
completely.  We are very much okay with that.   
 
3.  You are afraid that you may be talked into something that your pet does 
not need. 
 

I wish your pet didn’t need dentistry, but chances are very slim that that is the case.  The 
Free Dental Consult is all about education – I feel very deeply that if I can provide the right 
education pet owners will usually make the right decision.  The FDC is pure education.  I 
promise without reservation that if your pet doesn’t need dentistry right now I will tell you.  
 



4.  Better Dentistry, if needed, will be expensive. 
 

I would love to say that pet dentistry done right is really cheap, but that would not be true.  
Obtaining the needed training, having the right equipment, spending the time needed, and 
doing anesthesia properly all have a cost.  If we could provide the best dentistry for 
hundreds of mile around for less we would, but we can’t.  High quality medicine and low 
cost are mutually exclusive.  
 
Don’t be fooled – Cheap Dentistry (or not doing dentistry at all)  has hidden costs.  First, 
there is the cost of pain that your Best Friend has to pay because painful problems were not 
dealt with appropriately (this happens every day).  Second, there is the cost of future health 
problems that arise because of those same dental problems.  Third and most importantly, is 
the cost of losing your Friend sooner than you should.  That Bad Breath is killing your Best 
Friend.  Cheap dentistry is not cheap. 
 
Honestly, high quality pet dentistry may be less expensive than you think.  Compared to 
human dentistry’s costs to deal with comparable Dental Disease it is actually quite 
affordable.  Every mouth is different and has a different cost – come in for a Free Dental 
Consult and we can talk about the finances of caring for your Friend’s mouth.  The FDC 
has zero obligation.  Seriously.  If it costs more than you can or want to spend on your 
Friend’s health at least you are armed with knowledge. 
 
Your Best Friend deserves Better Dentistry.   
Your Friend deserves the extra happy, healthy, pain-free years it gives.  
Schedule a Free Dental Consult with me, Dr. Adam Petersen THIS MINUTE -  
YOUR BEST FRIEND DESERVES IT.   
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Dr. Adam Petersen 
 
PS.  I guarantee you will learn something new when you come in for the Free Dental 
Consult.  Every week I do FDCs with people who have owned pets from decades and they 
ask me, “How is it that I have owned pets for this long and my vets have never shared this 
information with me?”   If you come in for a Free Dental Consult and do not learn 
something new Skyline Animal Hospital will donate $25 to the Humane Society of the 
Upper Valley in your Best Friend’s name.  I can’t wait to meet you and your Best Friend 
and to help you enjoy more, better years together!!! 



 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


